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APPLICABLE SERVICES

RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

PURCHASE
We can purchase this product from
you. Contact us to receive individual
offer

RENTAL OPTION

USED

RENTAL OPTION

USED

RENTAL OPTION

USED

RENTAL OPTION

USED

Two-Sided Roll Container - 800x700x1700mm,
polyamide wheels
SKU 40VR1117

Double-walled mesh cart with walls placed on the side of 800mm. Very
easy to use, ensures efficient work. Polyamide wheels with a diameter of
100mm: 2 swivel and 2 fixed wheels. Very popular rollcontainer for
removals.

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm 100

Material Metal

Status Used

Inside dimension lenght 800

Inside dimension width 640

Inside dimension height 1500

Outside dimension lenght 800

Outside dimension width 700

Outside dimension height 1700

Dynamic load 400

Bottom Metal

Product used, for rent

Type
2-sided Roll containers, Order
Picking Trolleys

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Two-Sided metal roll container -
800x700x1700mm, PA wheels

A very sturdy roll container and at the same time manoeuvrable mesh
cart with a metal base. The walls of this roll container are attached on
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the longer sides, allowing stable transport of items larger than the
base's length. The roll container has 4 castors made of polyamide with a
diameter of 100mm: 2 swivel and 2 fixed castors. Load capacity of the
roll container is 400kg.

Ideal roll container for removals

This model of roll container is most often rented for removals in offices,
schools or warehouses. It will successfully transport documents, plastic
containers but also plants, dry erase boards or paintings. It can have
shelves for more efficient loading.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/dwuscienny-kontener-rolkowy-800x700x1700mm-
gumowe-kola-40vr1117
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